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UNIQUENESS OF SOME CYLINDRICAL TANGENT CONES 

LEON SIMON* 

It is known ([SL1]) that if a minimal submanifold M has a tangent cone C 

at a singular point p, then C is the unique tangent cone of M at p, and M 

approaches C asymptotically in the appropriate smooth sense, provided that 

singC = {0} and C has multiplicity 1. 

It has remained an open question whether or not this carries over to the 

case when singC consists of more than one point. Here we want to settle the 

question (in the affirmative) in certain of the cases when C is an n-dimensional 

cylinder in Rn+1 with (n —l)-dimensional cross section Co C Rn satisfying the 

same conditions as those mentioned above for C (i.e., we treat certain cases 

when C has the form C = Co x R, with sing Co = {0} and multiplicity of 

Co = 1 at each point x G Co\{0}). In a suitable class of minimal hypersurfaces 

(to be described in detail below, and which includes the codimension one 

minimizing currents), we give conditions on the cross-section Co of C which 

are sufficient to guarantee that C is the unique tangent cone whenever it arises 

as a mutiplicity one tangent cone at all. 

The restrictions on CQ are that CQ be a strictly minimizing (in the sense 

defined in [HS]), strictly stable cone and that the Jacobi-field operator satisfy 

certain restrictions on its first few eigenvalues, as described in conditions J(a), 

(b), (c) below. A brief discussion about which of the known area minimizing 

hypercones satisfy the conditions % which are needed is given in Remark (2) 

following % below; certainly all the cones over products of spheres satisfy the 

requirements in case n > 8—see the discussion following Theorem 1 of §1. It 

is interesting to note that the cones over S3 x S3 and S2 x S4 (corresponding 
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to the case n = 8) do not satisfy the condition |(c) needed in Theorem 1, so 

the question of whether these are always unique tangent cones when they arise 

at all as multiplicity one tangent cones remains open. 

The main technical ingredient in the present work is the result of Theo- 

rem 2.1, which gives a new L2 estimate for stationary oriented hypersurfaces 

which are close to a cylindrical cone with strictly stable strictly minimizing 

cross-section. 

We should point out here that while the recent work [SL5] establishes a.e. 

uniqueness of tangent cones for various classes classes of minimal surfaces, the 

results in [SL5] are of a different character to those obtained here; most notably 

the methods of [SL5] do not establish (as we do here) that certain tangent 

cones are always unique whenever they appear as tangent cones (of a minimal 

surface in a multiplicity one class) at all. Rather, the main unique asymptotic 

results of [SL5] are conditional on the a priori assumption that there are no 

"gaps" in the singular set near the singular point p under consideration. (This 

is sufficient to establish rectifiability of the singular sets of various classes of 

minimal surfaces, which was the main point of [SL5].) 

1. NOTATION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN THEOREM 

Bp = {x e R/1 : |x| < p},    Bp(y) = {x G Rn : \x - y\ < r}. 

r]Y,p will denote the transformation of Rn+1 which translates Y to 0 and 

homotheties by p-1; thus r/y^X) = p~1(X — Y). 

C ■ = Co x R will denote an n-dimensional cylinder in Rn+1, with cross- 

section Co an (n — l)-dimensional cone in Rn such that Co PI Sn~2 is an 

embedded compact (n — 2)-dimensional minimal submanifold E of 5n~1. 

We let A^c? -A^Co and note the minimal surface operators (i.e. the Euler- 

Lagrange operators for the area functionals) on C and Co respectively, and 

let Lc, Lc0 be the linearizations of Ma -M-Co respectively at 0. Thus 

d2v      T 
LcV=di2+   Co 

d2v       . q(uj) 
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d2v        1     d /      2dv\       1.... 

where r~2q(cj) is the length of the second fundamental form of Go, as a sub- 

manifold of R714"1, at the point rcu £ CQ. The operator As + 9(0;) appearing 

here will henceforth be denoted Ls. Since L^ is an elliptic operator on the 

smooth compact manifold E, the eigenvalues of — Ls form a sequence 

Ai < A2 < A3 < ... < Xk < ... ,   Xk T 00, 

and there is a corresponding orthonormal sequence of eigenfunctions 

<PU   V2,   PS,  •••  , ^fcv- 

(orthonormal with respect to the L2(E)-norm). 

There is an important method of generating solutions of the equation Lc0v = 

0, analogous to the method in Riemannian geometry of generating Jacobi fields 

by taking the initial velocity vector of a 1-parameter family of geodesies, as 

follows: 

Suppose {Mt}{t€(o,i)} is a 1-parameter family of minimal hypersurfaces in 

Rn with Mo = Co, and suppose that, for small enough i, Mt can be expressed 

as the graph, taken off Co over a domain fit, of a C2(0£) function vt. (Thus 

Mt = {x + vt(x)r)(x) : x G fit}, where 17 is a smooth unit normal for CQ.) 

Suppose also that vt depends in a C1 fashion on t, and that the fit engulf all of 

Co as t I 0 in the sense that Us>o no<t<s fit = CQ. Let v be the initial velocity 

given by v = -—\t=0. Then v satisfies the equation Lc0v = 0 on all of CQ. 

There are two special cases of this general principle which are important for 

us here: 

EXAMPLE 1. Here we assume that the family {Mt} is a family of cones {Ct} 

obtained by rotations of the given cone CQ. In this case the initial velocity v 

is a function which is homogeneous of degree 1 in the variable r =■ |x|; that 

is v = rip(uj), where r = \x\ and ou = Ixl""1^. Notice that if is = (is1,... ,z/n) 

is a smooth unit normal for CQ then the space of all such solutions which are 

generated by rotations as described is a finite dimensional space spanned by 

the solutions 

UJ
1
IS

J
-GJ

J
IS\ 1 < i < j < n. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Here we assume that the family {Mt} is a family of translations 

of the given cone CQ. In this case the initial velocity v is a function which 

is homogeneous of degree 0 in the variable r = |x|; that is v = ^(CJ), where 

OJ = Ixl-1^. The space of all such solutions generated by translations is a finite 

dimensional space spanned by the solutions 

i/\ i = 1,... ,n, 

where the notation is as in Example 1 above. 

We can now describe the restrictions needed on Co for the main theorem. 

We in fact need the following conditions: 

f (a) Co is strictly stable and strictly minimizing. 

(b) The solutions of LCov — 0 which are generated by rotations and 

translations as in Examples 1, 2 above are the only homogeneous de- 

gree 1, 0 solutions of Lc0v = 0 

(c) No eigenvalue Xj of — Ls has the form —q(n — 3 — q), where q is an 

[integer satisfying 1 < q < (n — 3)/2. 

Remarks. (1) For a discussion of the terminology in J(a) here, see [HS]. 

(2) Notice that the cones {XLU : ou G "£, A > 0}, where E is one of 

the minimal submanifolds of the sphere which are expressible as the carte- 

sian product of a p-dimensional sphere with a g-dimensional sphere, with 

p, q > 1, p + q = n — 2 > 7, do satisfy all the hypotheses t(a)> (b), (c). 

(For condition f(a) see the thesis of G. Lawlor [LG], and for f(b) see the 

table 2.6 in [SS]; the condition f(c) is checked directly, since we know the 

spectrum explicitly for products of spheres.) The cone over S'3 x S'3 does not 

satisfy J(c)—there is a constant eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 

Ai = —6 = —qin — 3 — q) with q = 2 and n = 8; the cone over S'2 x S'4 fails con- 

dition J(c) for a similar reason. Thus all the codimension 1 minimizing cones 

which intersect S"2-1 in a product of spheres satisfy the conditions |, except 

for the examples which are isometric to the cones over S3 x S3 or S2 x S4. 

More generally, all the examples of minimizing cones in the lists of Law- 

son [L] and Ferus-Karcher [FK] do satisfy condition f (a) (see the discussion 

in [SL2]), and there are no known counterexamples to condition J(b) amongst 
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the codimension 1 minimizing cones. However there are a number of coun- 

terexamples to condition J(c), which were pointed out to me by B. Solomon. 

Solomon [SB1, 2] has explicitly computed the spectrum for E = CQ fl S'n"1 in 

case E is a cubic isoparametric hypersurface. Two of these cubic examples cor- 

respond to cones CQ, of dimensions 13 and 25, which are are minimizing and 

satisfy t(a), (b). (The remainder correspond to cones which are not minimiz- 

ing.) The 13-dimensional minimizing example (in R14), does not satisfy |(c), 

because the constant eigenfunction corresponds to eigenvalue Ai — —24, and 

hence condition f (c) is violated with g = 3; the remaining example (which has 

dimension 25) does satisfy all the conditions f. There are also four examples 

of quartic isoparametric minimizing cones for which condition J(c) fails with 

q = 6 and one with q = 4; in each case the eigenvalue involved is the first 

eigenvalue Ai, which has constant eigenfunction. The remaining (infinitely 

many) examples of quartic isoparametric minimizing cones do satisfy t(c). I 

am grateful to Bruce Solomon for acquainting me with these facts. 

In all that follows, A4 will denote a "multiplicity one class" of n-dimensional 

embedded minimal submanifolds of Rn+1, in the sense of [SL5]; thus each 

M £ M is an embedded hypersurface in some open UM C Rn+1, 7in(M D 

K) < oo for each compact K C UM, and the class is closed under appropriate 

homotheties, rigid motions, and weak limits. More precisely, we assume: 

1.1. (a) M e M => q o rjXpM G M and q o r]XpUM = Uqor,x ^M for each 

X G UM, each p > 0, and for each orthogonal transformation q of Rn+1. 

1.1. (b) If {Mj} C M, if U C Rn+1 with U C UMJ for all sufficiently large 

j and if sup^ Tin(Mj fl K) < oo for each compact K C U, then there is a 

subsequence Mj* and an M G M such that UM,, 3 U and My —> M in U in 

the sense that fMt f(X) d7in(X) -^ JM f(X) dHn(X) for any fixed continuous 

/ : Rn+1 —> R with compact support in U. 

We also need here the additional property that each M G M is an "oriented 

boundary" in UM in the sense that: 

1.1. (c) Each M G M. is oriented and the multiplicity one current [M] 

associated with M (obtained by integration of n-forms with compact support 
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in UM over the hypersurface M) satisfies [M] = 9[WM] in UM for some 

Lebesgue measurable subset WM C UM- 

(Notice that (b) above is a strong restriction, in that it precludes, in par- 

ticular, the possibility of getting varifolds with multiplicity greater than one 

on a set of positive measure as the varifold limit of a sequence Mj C M with 

each UMJ ^ U for some fixed open U\ for this reason we refer to such a class 

as a multiplicity one class.) 

By the discussion of [SL5], if T is the set of all n-dimensional currents T 

which are boundaries of least area in some open subset C/T of Rn+1, then 

M = {regT : T G T} is such a muliplicity 1 class provided we take UM = UT 

whenever M = reg T and T G T. 

The following classes will be referred to frequently in what follows; here we 

use the notation 

Qp = {(x,y)GRn+1 :xeBp, \y\ < p} 

and C = Co x R G .M, with Uc — Rn+1, is a cylinder with cross section Co 

equal to an (n — l)-dimensional cone with vertex at 0 and with sing CQ = {0}. 

1.2. Definition. J\fe(C) is the set of all M G M (where M is as above) 

such that UM 3 Qi, fMnQl dist2(X, C) < 62, JCnQi dist2(X,M)  < 62, and 

nn{M n Qx) < i + nn(c n Qx). 

1.3. Remark. For given e > 0 and any given M G M, if X G UM H M\M is 

a (non-removable) isolated singular point for M, and if C G Tan^ M, meaning 

r]x M —> C on Rn+1 in the sense of 1.1(b) for some sequence Pj | 0, then au- 

tomatically r]x .M G ^(C) for some sequence of pj j 0; this follows directly 

from 1.1(b) and general fact that measure-theoretic convergence of minimal 

surfaces (as in 1.1(b)) implies Hausdorff distance sense convergence. (See e.g. 

[AW] or [SL3] for general discussion.) 

We can now state the main theorem. 

Theorem 1. Suppose C = Co x R with Co satisfying 1(a), (b), (c) above. 

There is ane = e(C0) > 0 such that if M G K{C) with 0M(0) > 60(0) then a 

rotation C of C is the unique tangent cone of M at 0. That is, Tano M = {C}. 
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Remarks. (1) In the course of the proof, we give more precise information 

about how the convergence of rj0^ to C occurs as p j 0. 

(2) With only minor modifications in the proof, it can be shown that the 

same holds if the part of J(b) referring to homogeneous degree 1 solutions 

is replaced by the weaker requirement that all the homogeneous degree 1 

solutions of Lc0v — 0 are generated as in Example 1 above except that now 

the family Ct of minimal cones need not all be rotations of CQ. 

We shall need the following lemma, which is essentially exactly Lemma 2.6 

from [SL5], except that we here work in cylinders Qp rather than in balls; 

the necessary modifications in the proof are very minor, so the proof of this 

modification is left to the reader. 

1.4. Lemma. Suppose 7, /?, r G (0,1) are arbitrary with r < (1 — 7)/10. 

There is eo = eo(C,.M,7,/?,T) G (0,1] such that if C ='Co x Rm is as in 

Remark 1.3 and if M G Neo(C), then there is an open U C C fl Qi with the 

properties 

(a;,y) G U => (£,y) G U whenever (x,y) G C with \x\ = \x\, 

{0, y) G C fl Q1 : |x| > r} C U, 

and such that there is a u G C2(U) with 

MnQ^n{(x,y) : |x| > r} C graphs C M,     supr-11^1 + sup \Vu\ < f3, 

and 

I        r2+ J  r2|Vn|2<C J   d\    C = C{C,M,^^ 
MnQ7\ graphs t/nQ7 MnQi 

note in particular that C is independent of r. Here r(x,y) = |x|, d(x,y) = 

dist((x,y),C); (x,y) G Rn x R. 

Remarks. (1) Here 

■graphu={(x,y) + ri(x)u(x,y) :.(x,y)eU}, 

with rj(x) a smooth unit normal for the CQ which is normal to en+1. (Thus 

7/(x) is a unit normal for C.) 
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(2) By a simple modification of the of the argument in [SL5] used to establish 

the above bound, we can prove the more general inequality 

(1.5) /        r2-'+   J  r2-e\Vu\2<Ce   f   ^ 
MnQ7\graphn E/nQ-y MnQi 

for each £ > 0. 

2. L2 ESTIMATES 

The main result of this section is the following: 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose C = Co x R is as described Remark 1.3, and suppose 

also that Co is strictly stable and strictly minimizing (as in t(a))' There is 

eo = €o(C) > 0 such that if M G A4(C) with e < €o, then 

f    r-2d2+     f    |Vn|2<C    f   d2, 

where C depends only on C and where U,u are as in 1.4- 

Remark. This estimate does not require the fact that 0^(0) > 0Q(O), nor 

does it use the hypotheses t(b), (c). 

The proof of Theorem 2.1, to be described at the end of this section, is a 

fairly direct consequence of the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 2.2. // 0 e (f, 1) and p € (5, f), there is CQ = eo(Co, 9) e (0,1) such 

that if C = Co x R is as in Theorem 2.1 and if M G M€{C) for some e < €0, 

then for all p G ((1 — #)po, Po); with the exception of a set of Lebesgue measure 

<(l-6)p/4, 

I w+ / £ 
unQp MnQp 

<  c1(|MnQp|-|cngp|+   J   (^+1)2) +c2(i-6)-2   J    ^ 
MnQ,_lp MnQ0-lp 

where Qp = B" x (—p,p), i/n+1 = en+i • v, and where Cj = Cj(C), j = 1,2. 
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Proof. The proof involves a slicing argument, slicing orthogonal to the en+i 

(i.e. orthogonal to the y coordinate axis); we rely heavily on the theory of 

strictly minimizing cones introduced in [HS]. 

We first claim that, by virtue of the fact that Co is strictly stable and strictly 

minimizing, there exist complete hypersurfaces T± C E± respectively having 

strictly negative mean curvature with respect to the unit normals pointing 

away from CQ and such that there is it!o > 0 such that 

T±\BRo = {x + w±r){x) : x G Co\V} 

for some bounded open V C Co, where w± € C00(Co\T/A) and 

w± ~ r~^Lpi as r | oo 

in a sense to be made precise below. Here 

n — 3 
M 

\ 

ox  2 n — 6 
+ Ai; 

note that by the strict stability of CQ we have n > 0. (See [CHS] or [SJ].) 

To check these claims, we use some of the results of [HS]. Let E± be the 

components of Rn\Co. It is shown in [HS] that there are smooth complete 

embedded hypersurfaces S± C E± respectively such that for some RQ > 0 

we can write S±\BRo as graphs over S± in the sense that for some bounded 

domain V C Co 

(1) S±\BRo = {x± w±(xHx) : x € C0\V±}, 

where rj is the unit normal of Co pointing into E+, U± C S±, S±\U± C BRo, 

and s± E C00(S±) with 

(2) s±(x) ~ Cr~^ipi(uj) as r | oo, r = |a:|, cu = |x|_1x, C = const., 

where cpi is the first eigenfunction of the Jacobi field operator on the minimal 

submanifold S = Co fl 5n_1 of 5n~1, and where the limits are in the C* 

sense—i.e. 

(3) \\X\^8± -Vdx^xWcUs^Bn) < CBT*,   R > iio, 

where \v\c^ is the norm sup[^| + sup(|x||Vv|) + sup(|x|2|V2?;|). 
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Now, as in [HS, Th.4.2], let Ms± denote the minimal surface operator 

(i.e. Euler-Lagrange operator of the area functional) over S± respectively; 

thus if w G C2{S±) then Ms±(ru)) gives the mean curvature of the graph 

{x + w{x)r]±{x) : x E S±}, where r]± denote the unit normals of S± pointing 

away from CQ. Then according to [HS, Th.4.2], for any non-negative g± £ 

C?i(S±) and for any sufficiently small e > 0, we can find smooth ^± G C00(S±) 

with M.s±(ip±) — —€g± onS± respectively and with ip±(x) ~ C\x\~1(pi(\x\~1x) 

for suitable constant C > 0 as |a;| f oo, where cpi is as described above, and 

where 7 = (n — 3)/2-l-y/(n — 3)2/4 + Ai, with Ai the (negative) first eigenvalue 

of the minimal submanifold E. On the other hand by the computation of 

[HS, pp. 119-120] we have for any a > 0 and sufficiently small e > 0 that 

Ms±(£'r~y~a(pi(u))) ~ Cep~1~a~2ipi{(jo) for some constant C > 0. Combining 

these facts, it is then easy to check that we can find positive v± £ C00(S±) 

(of the form v± = ^± — 6r~1~a(pi outside the ball BRo) of arbitrarily small 

C2 norm satisfying Ms±{v±) < 0 on S± and v±(x) ~ C|x|~7(^i(|x|~1x) as 

\x\ I 00. 

Now by definition Ms±(v±) < 0 means that we have strictly negative mean 

curvature for the graphs 

T± = {x + v±(x)r]±(x) : x € S±} 

(which are of course embedded C2 hypersurfaces if v± are chosen to have 

sufficiently small C2 norms), provided the mean curvature is computed with 

respect to the unit normals ry± for S± respectively. Also the construction 

described above ensures that for each e > 0 we can select v± positive and such 

that 

\v±\c2(s±) <e 

v±(x) ~ C|x|~7(^i(|a;|_1x) as \x\ f 00, 

where as above \v\c^ is the norm sup|i>| + sup(|a;||Vv|) + sup(|x|2|V27;|) and 

where the error in the second statement holds in the sense that 

||x|7f±(x) - C(pi(\x\~1x)\ci(s±\BR) < CR~a, R sufficiently large . 

In view of the asymptotics (3) and (4), we deduce that there is RQ > 0 such 
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that 

(5) T^BR. - {x + w±(x)ri(x) : x G C0\V} 

for some bounded open V C Co, where w± G ^^(CoX^) and 

w±(ruj) ~ Cr~^ipi{ijj) as r \ oo, 

where the error is again in the sense 

(6) IM^iOzO - c^i{\x\~lx)\ci{s±\BR) < CR~a, R sufficiently large , 

where C, a > 0. 

Next we recall (from [HS]) that the hypersurfaces S± are "radial graphs" 

in the sense that each ray {AU;}A>O, where cu G E±i intersects S± transversely 

in precisely one point. In view of (5), (6) it follows that the hypersurfaces T± 

have the same radial graph property. We can therefore foliate all of J5+ and 

E- by the hypersurfaces {(A)T±}A>O1 where (A) is the homothety x H-> AX. 

Take X to be the unit normal vector field of this foliation; thus at points of 

(A)T± we take X\x to be ± the unit normal vector of (X)T± pointing away 

from CQ. X extends in a C1 fashion to Co by taking X\x — r\{x) (the unit 

normal of Co pointing into £7+) in case x G CQ. The fact that the homotheties 

of T± have strictly negative mean curvature in E± means that ± divX < 0 in 

£±. 
Then we can define X — (pdxl-1^)^, with </? a C00 function on the sphere 

which is identically 1 on E = Co fl Sn~x and which takes only values in (|, 1) 

on S,n_1\S (and which rapidly approaches 1 on approach to E) such that 

±divX <0on£±. 

Before proceeding we need a couple more properties of the unit normal 

vector field X. Let w±\x) — Au^A-1:*;) for A > 0 and for A-1^ in the domain 

of w± respectively. Since X is the normal vector field for the foliations of E± 

given by the homotheties of T±, a point ^ G (A)T± will be in the graph of w± 

(i.e. £ can be written x + w±{x}r){ujy) provided 

(7) distfl^Co)^/*,, 
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with PQ G (0,1) sufficiently small, depending on E but not depending on 

A. Notice that the restriction (7) is necessary in view of the fact that the 

representation (5) only applies outside JB^. 

For a given hypersurface L C Rn, we want now to examine the quantity 

\X — vL\2, where X is the unit normal vector field associated with the foliations 

{XT±}x>o for E± and uL is an orienting smooth unit normal for L. For this 

purpose, first consider a neighbourhood of L which can be represented as the 

graph of a function u G C^O) (O a domain in Co) such that 

(8) Ixl'^uWl < PQ in ft, 

where we take /?o (depending on E) to be small enough so that (7) holds and 

also so that the nearest point projection of {x G Rn\{0} : distd^l-1^, Co) < 

Po} is well-defined and smooth. 

At a point £ = x + u(x)r](uj) G graph u, the tangent plane of L is spanned 

by the vectors 

{n + A^ny-'w^ix) + vTy
A)(z)}, 

where A is the second fundamental form of E at the point |x|_1x G E and 

Ti is an orthonormal basis for the tangent space of E at the point |x|_1x. So 

assume that u G Cfl(ft) is as in (8), let x E ft such that u(x) ^ 0, and assume 

that X(x) > 0 is such that w^x\x) = u(x), where w^ = w± according as 

±u(x) > 0. It is then easily checked that 

(9) C-WA^)-V20r)|2|A=A(x)< |*-^|2 < C|V^A'(x)-V«(x)|2|A=A(a;). 

where VL^X denote the unit normals of L = graphs and graph^^
A

^|A=A(^) at 

the point x + u(x)rj(uj). Since ww(x) = Xw(X~1x) and since, at each point x, 

X(x) is chosen such that wMx^(x) = S(x), we see by direct calculation that 

(10)      iv-w - vaiU,, = (w(A-'x)2 K J^))f)|A=AM' 

(We emphasize that the gradients here are first computed for fixed A, and then 

A is set equal to A(x).) Notice that by (6) we have that 

(11)    c-'m"™ < # < c( gM^"^ 
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provided that -^4^-  < A), where C depends only on E, because (6) gives 

C-l\x\-»\» < w^X^x) < C\x\-^X^ for X/\x\ < (30. 

Also, again using (6), we have 

for A-1^! > 1. Then 

5(a:) 

w(X~1x) 

\x\ 
V 

w(X 1x) 

-^"(R 

v 

> AM 

u(x) \x\   ^(fi 

u 

|a:|-^^i(a;) 
X^x -i \u(x)\   f X 

Fi^^i \F 

and hence (using (12) again) 

u(x) 
(13)    ^(A-1^) 

> C'1 ( \x\ 
u(x) 

l^h^^iM -c ^(a;)^   / A x 

\x\ \x\ 

provided only \x\   1\u(x)\ < Po- Notice that by combining (9)-(13) we get 

2\ / |~/    M\  2+2Q: 

(14) IX-vtfZC-1^ X\ 
-2/x u(x) 

C 
\u{x) 

\x\ \x\~^^pi 

for |x|_1|S(x)| < /3o. Also, the point £ = x + u(x)r](uj) G L satisfies |£|2 = 

\x\2 + (S)2, and furthermore u(x) = rf({)? where d(£) = dist(^, Co), and hence 

it follows that, with VL denoting the tangential gradient on L, 

(15) V 
u 

\x\-»(pi(uj) 
>C -1 

c 11^1-^iH 
-c d(0 

l^h^iM 
at all points ^ of L where (7) holds and where the unit normal satisfies 1/1,(0 ' 

^(w) > |. (Notice that uL ■ r](uj) > ^ guarantees |V«| < C with C depending 

only on E; also, here to is la;!-1^, with x the unique nearest point projection 

of £ onto CQ.) Then by combining (14) and (15) we finally conclude 

2\ / j/_.\\ 2+2a 

(16)    lA-te)-^*)!2^-1^*! -2M 
d(x) 

|x|-^^i(u;) 
C 

d(x) 

at all points of L where |a;|  ld(x) < fio, where a € (0,1) depends only on E. 

(Actually the above argument established this at points where the additional 
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fact ^L(^) * vi00) ^ 2 ^s ^rue5 on the other hand at all points of L where 

^("^(x) < P0 and ^L(^)-^(^) ^ | the inequality (16) is trivially true, because 

\X — uL\ > | at such points—assuming again that /?o is sufficiently small 

depending only on £.) We emphasize that (16) is a general inequality which 

holds for an arbitrary smooth hypersurface L C Rn in the region |x|~1(i(x) < 

/?o, and the constant C depends only on E. 

Now we are going to make use of these properties to get information about 

the slices M(2/) = {x G Rn : (x,y) G M}. First take p G (^, 1) and take L to 

be any (n—1)-dimensional integer multiplicity current (or any oriented smooth 

hypersurface of finite TCn~^measure (not necessarily stationary) contained in 

Bo-ip, with 7Yn(singLn^-ip) = 0, with dL = d(Co L Be-ip) = E^-ip = {x G 

Co : \x\ = ^-1p} an(l with L being an oriented boundary in Be-ip in the sense 

L = 9[VL] in Bg-ip, where VL is a Lebesgue measurable subset of Be-ip. Then 

we can write 

L - (Co L Bo-ip) = dR 

with R an n-dimensional integral current with support in Bg-ip and with 

positive orientation in E+ and negative orientation in EL. Thus if we take the 

form ^ = Er=i(-1)i"1^i dx1 A - - -dx1 • - • A dxn (so that dip = (divX)dx1 A 

• • • A (ixn), then, since ± divX < 0 in E±, we have 

f(x,uL)> [ (x,Ti) = \c0nBe-if 
JL JCo 1_ B0-i 

Since X = (/PX (and hence i/L • X = (p(l — ^\X — ^L|
2
)) we then conclude that 

(since ^ < ip < 1) 

(17) | (1 - tp) + | J \vL - X|2 < \L\ - |Co H ^-ip|. 

For any (5 G (0,/?o) (/?o as in the above discussion), define 

Ls = L L {x : distdxl"1^, Co) > <5}, 

Notice by virtue of (16), (17) (after dropping the first term on the left of (17)) 

we have 

(18) /   r-2^|v(    /,  jl   <C(|L|-|Con^-v|) + C<52a    f   r-2d2, 
LsnBp LsCiBp 

XP\' 
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where C does not depend on 8. Notice also that if we drop the second term 

on the left of (17) then we obtain 

(18)' ^lAL^CGLI-IConB*-!,!), 

where 8i depends on 8. 

We are going to apply (18) to a composite hypersurface L which agrees 

with a slice M^ — {x £ Rn : (x, y) £ M} on Bp. We in fact construct L as 

follows: 

By our assumption that /MnQ d2 < ^ we know from Lemma 1.4 that 

M H B^U C {x G M : \x\ < 8(e)},    8{e) j 0 as e j 0. 

For e sufficiently small, we can thus define M^ C Si by taking 

J M(j/) H Bp = Miy) nBp = {xeBp : (x, y) € M} 

[   M{v)\Bp = graphs 

where v £ C2(Be-ip\Bp) agrees with u(',y) on Bp and interpolates linearly 

(as a function of \x\ on a ray x = ACJ) between u(puj, y) at |x| = p and zero at 

|x| = 6~lp. Now by standard elliptic estimates we have 

cn{p/3<M<!(i+0-i)p,|2/|<!(i+0-i)p} 

sup (\u\2+ \Vu\2) 

<C(l-0)-2 j .   (u2 + |Vu|2), 
Cn{p/4<|a;|<p,|j/|<0-1p} 

and so (18) gives, with v defined as in (19), 

(20) j (v2 + |Vz;|2) 
Con{x:p/3<|a:|<^-1p} 

<C f (u2 + \Vu\2). 
Cn{p/4<|rC|<^-ip,l2/|<^-1p} 

Notice in particular that it then follows directly (using the appropriate repre- 

sentation of the area functional over CQ to represent the area of M^ in the 
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annular region {x : p < \x\ < O"1 p}) that 

IM^ n {x : P < \x\ < e^pji -\cn{x -. p<\x\< rV}| 

(21) <C f (U
2 + \Vu\2) 

ConQ^! pn{p/4<\x\} 

for any y £ (0, |(1 + fl-1^). Then, in view of (21), (18) implies 

f    r-Hv'(—W) 
M^'ns,, 

<   cr|Af^nBp|-|ConBp|) 

+c^2a y r-v+      y (u2 + |Vu|2) 

c/n{p/4<|x|<e-1p,l!/l<e-1p} 

with C independent of 6, where 

M^ = {x E R" : (x,y) € M and dist (Ixl-^.Co) > 6}, 

and where V denotes gradient in the slice U^. Now we integrate with respect 

to y over the interval (—p, p); this implies 

MnQp\y 

<  cr|MnQp|-|cnQp|) 

+C62a J r-2d2 + C f (w2 + |Vn|2), 
MRCB,,-!   x(-P,p))\Y ConQ„_i   n{p/4<|x|} 

where Y = {(x,y) € M :  dist (|rc|  lx, Co) < 5}. Since Vf{x,y) just means 
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Vxf(x,y), this gives 

J \r-i><pi(u)J 
QpnM\Y 

(22) <c(\MnQp\-\CnQp\\+C62a J r-2d2 

Mn{B0-lpx{-p,p))\Y 

+ C{ I (u2 + |Vfi|2)+   /  4), 
Q0_lpn{p/4<|x|} Qpnu 

where dy = en+1 • VMd = ^n+1 Y^j=i ^Djd by virtue of the fact that d is 

independent of the y variable. 

Next we claim that for any K, < (n — 3)/2 and any Lipschitz v on M 

(23) 

f   r-2v2<c((l-6)-1      j     r-V+ f r-2K|V(r^)|2V 
MnQp MnQ0-lp Mn(B0_lpx(-p,p)) 

for all p G ((1 — #)pch Po) with the exception of a set of measure (1 — 9)po/4, 

where C depends only on K, and E. This is proved by making a special choice 

of $ in the first variation identity 

/ div $ = 0, 
JM 

valid for any $ = ($1,... , <J>n+1) : Rn+1 -> Rn+1 with ^ G C~(Qi). In this 

formula we take $(x,y) = ((y)(p(r)v2(x,y)(x,0), with r = \x\ ip,( G C^0(R) 

with supports C (—6~1p, 0~1p) and v G C00{B2), and (/? = 1 near 0. This leads 

by direct computation (Cf. the proof of inequality 2.5 of [SL5]) to the identity 

(24)     / (((n - 1) + {un+1)2)v2ayMr) + t;2C(y) £ xV^r" Vw' 

= / (U
2X]^V(r)^+1C'(y)-2uC(y)¥'(r)X:£xV^A 

Since 5Z"j=i g%ix%xi < r2, this gives 

/((n-l) + K+1)2V(r)C(yy 
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and hence 

(n-1) /   cp(r)C(y)v2 dfx 
JM 

< JM(r\(p'(r)\((y)v2 + 2rip{r)C{y)v\Vv\ +rv2\C(y)\ip(r)Jdfi. 

Now let (^ approximate the characteristic function of the interval (—/),/>), 

select (/?(r) = r~2K_2772(r), where 77 is a cut-off function which is 1 in Bp and 

zero outside Bg-ip, and replace v by rKv. Then the previous inequality gives 

(n - 3 - 2K) f -2   2 r    v 

Mn(B0-lpx(-p,p)) 

Mn(B0_1/7x({-p}u{p})) 

( / 
+ C ( / r-l-Kv\V{r^v)\r]2 +r)\r)'\r-1v2 

xpX(-p,p)) 

Now by assumption n — 3 — 2K > 0, and by virtue of the coarea formula we 

know that 

f fW < C(l - ^)-1      f     fW 
Mn50_ix({-p}u{p}) MnQr;_i 

with the exception of a set of p € ((1 — 0)PQ, p0) of measure < (1 — 9)PQ/^ and 

so this implies 

-2   2 r    v 

Mn(Bfl_i 0x(-p,p)) 
/ 

/ r-^V + C [       /     r-^^lV^v))!/2 + Ty^'lr-1^2    , 
:({-p}u{p}) \^nQ0-lp / 

< 
MnB(,_ix({-p}u{p}) 

with C depending only on « and E.    After an application of the Cauchy 

inequality we then obtain the required inequality (23). 

Next, let ds be defined by 

fdist(x, Co),    if |x|"1dist(x, CQ) < 5, 

^    J~|/M, if M-MistOcCo)^. 
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Using (23) with n = /x and v = ds/.<pi(u), we obtain (since dg = 6\x\ on y) 

/     ^ 
M\YnB0px(-p,P) 

(26) <C    /   d2 + C82a\Y^Qp\+      f     r-ld2 

MnQp MnQp\Y 

+ C     J     r-^lV^i^-VM^))!2-' 
MnQp\y 

On the other hand by (IS)7 we have 

s^Y^ n BP\ < \MM n BP\ - |Co n BP| + c        /       (u2 + \Vu\2), 
Q0-ipn{\x\>p/4} 

and, integrating this inequality with respect to y, we get 

(27) 5i|ynQp|<|Mngp|-|Congp| + c J        (u2 + \Vu\2). 
ConQ0-lpn{\x\>p/4} 

Combining (22), (26) and (27) and using (1.5) with £ = 2 (and keeping in 

mind that d < r), we then finally get the required inequality.    □ 

Lemma 2.3. If 8 G (|, 1) and po G (|, 1), i/iere is €o = eo(Co) > 0 such that 

if C = CQ x R is as in Theorem 2.1 and if M G A/"e(C) "mift, e < CQ, then 

J K+^ + IMnQ.HcnQpl^ca-fl)-1    J    r-'d2,   C = C(Cl% 
MnQp MnQ0-lp 

for all p G ((1 — 9)po, pQ) with the exception of a set of 1-dimensional Lebesgue 

measure less than (1 — 6)po/4. 

Proof. Take any p G (po/2, po)- We begin by letting ( and tp approximate the 

characteristic function of the intervals [—p, p) and (—op, p] respectively in the 

identity (24) of the proof of Lemma 2.2 with v = 1. Since |z/n+1 ^27=1 xiiyi\ < 

r~2u2 + |V^|2 on G = graphs, this gives 

|   (z/n+1)2 + (n-l)|MnQp| 

<p|Jp| + C    /   r(|Vn|2 + r-V)+        /      r dHn-\ 

unQp z(p)uz(-f>) 

MnQ 
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where Ip is the (n — l)-dimensional manifold 

/p = Mn.((9Bp)x(-p,p)), 

where Z{(T)
 = (M\G)n(Rn x {a}), and where G = graphs with U, u as in 1.4, 

1.5. 

Now let Tip = {pou : co E Co fl S'n~1}. One readily checks (by computing 

the area functional for Ip over the stationary manifold Ep explicitly in terms 

of iz), that 

|J„|-|E,x(-M|<C     I     (|Vn|2 + r-V)|r=p. 
Spx(-p,p) 

Thus we have (since p|Sp x (—p,p)\ = (n — 1)|C fl Qp\) 

(i)     J (^+1)2 + |Mngp|-|cnQp| 
MnQp 

<C     f   r(|Vu|2 + r-V) + C       f      rdU71-1. 
undQp z(^)uz(-p) 

The proof is now completed by using the co-area formula in combination with 

(1); indeed the co-area formula enables us to assert that for all p G (po/2, po), 

with the exception of a set of 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure less than (1 — 

0)po/2, 

j   r(|W|2-|-r-V) + p       /      rdK1-1 

undQp z(p)uz(-p) 

^Cp-'f     f     r(|Vn|2 + r-V)+ f       r\ 

unQ0-lp MnQ0-lp\G 

where C = C(9^n) and Z = M\G, and hence (1), together with 1.4 and 1.5 

(with £ = 1) gives us the required inequality.    □ 

We can now give the proof of the main L2 estimate 2.1: 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Notice first that by combining Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 

2.3 we have a constant 7 such that for any 6 £ (|, 1) and any p0 G (|, |) 

/   ^<C{X-B)^    f     ~     C = C(E)>7 = 7(S); 
MnQp MnQ0_i 
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for some p G [(1 — '0)po>Po]-- The constant C does not depend on po or ^^ 

and hence it is easy to check that this inequality then actually holds for every 

p G (^, |), with a new constant C (still independent of 6), and every # G (|, 1). 

By Holder's inequality we then obtain 

a) j(pj<c(i-0)-y/(0-v)yj(0-v), 
where 7(p) = /MnQp r-

2d2 and J(P) = fMnQf) d
2. Replacing p by pk - |(1 + 

5)^(1 - 2-fe), so that pfc+1 = ^Vfe, where 9k = (1 - 2-fc)/(l - 2-fc-1), and 

iterating in (1) with k = ko, ko + 1,...., where k0 is such that 1 — 2~ko — 

29/(1 + 6), we finally conclude 

/ $<-c I *• ^(if)- 
MnQoP MnQp 

Then the remainder of 2.1 follows directly from this and 1.5.    □ 

An important corollary of 2.1 is the following, which shows that the con- 

tribution to the integral p~n~2 JQ nM d2 from points near the axis {0} x R is 

"negligible" in a certain sense. 

Corollary 2.3. With the notation and assumptions of 2.1, for each each a G 

(0,1) 

/ d2<Ca2    f   d2. 
MnQ1/2n{(x,y):\x\<<T} MnQi 

Proof. The proof is simply a matter of noting that the integral      f     r~2d2 

MnQ1/2 

appearing on the left of 2.1 is > a~2 f d2.    □    - 
MnQ1/2n{(x,y):\x\<a} 

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

As we mentioned in the introduction, the idea is to use the "blowup" 

method; in the context of unique tangent cone problems, the method of blow- 

ing up was first used by Almgren and Allard [AA] to discuss uniqueness of C in 

the case when C had an isolated singularity at 0 and multiplicity 1 elsewhere. 

An integrability condition (like the the part of condition J(b) above referring 

to homogeneous degree one solutions) was needed in [AA], but no conditions 

like J(a), (c), nor like the part of J(b) referring to homogeneous degree zero 
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solutions. (Using a different method, the present author later showed in [SL1] 

that no integrability conditions are needed to handle the case when C has an 

isolated singularity at 0 and multiplicity 1 elsewhere.) 

One of the key difficulties in using the blowup method in the context of 

non-isolated singular points is the necessity of obtaining sufficiently strong 

a-priori L2 estimates; this was precisely the reason for the discussion in the 

previous section. 

A very brief overall idea of the blowup method is as follows. We begin 

by assuming that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold with sequences efc, Mk in 

place of e, M respectively, where e^ | 0, and let Mk, Uk,Uk, dk be the quantities 

corresponding to M, C7, u, d with M replaced by Mk. Then we make an analysis 

of the behaviour of bk
ldk (^ ^^k over the domain £4), 8k = (JMnB dk) 

as k | oo. The weak limit v of S^uj^ gives a smooth solution of the Jacobi field 

operator on C, and the L2 estimates of the previous section, together with the 

assumptions J, make it possible to precisely analyse v and to then go back to 

recover information about the original sequence uk. We now implement this 

procedure in detail. 

Then let ek,Mk, Ukluk)dkbe sequences as above, and let 8k = JJMknBl d\, 

vk = 8k
luk. By virtue of the estimate 2.1 we have that 

(1) /   (|V^|2 + r-2^)<C, 
uknBo 

for each 6 G (0,1) where C depends on 6 but not on k. Then by virtue of 

Rellich's Theorem we have that vk converges strongly in L2(^\{(x, y) : |ir| > 

a}), for each a > 0 and for each 9 G (0,1), to v G W^(Bi)^ where 

(2) /  (|V^r+r-V)<oo. 
CnBo 

Furthermore by 4.4 we have that 

2 

(3) /   R2~n(^/R))   ^ 
uknBo 
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where again C depends on 9 but not on k, and hence 

(4) / fi-(A(„/K))
2
<«3. 

en Bo 

Now we need to analyse the function v further; first note that since the 

functions uk satisfy the equation 

(5) .MK^OonCnBi, 

and hence 

(a\ d2uk       2_n d frn-2duk\       _2 

where liJ^I < Cefcr~1(r~1|^| + |V^|)? and hence after multiplying through by 

S^1 and taking limits (which exist in the space W^Vp by the Lp theory for 

elliptic equations), we conclude that v also satisfies the Jacobi-field equation 

(7) 0 + r2""|:(!:!?)+r"2L^ = o  -MWxR. 
We now proceed to analyse solutions of (7) which satisfy the conditions (2) 

and (4). To begin, take the L2(S) inner product with the jth eigenfunction 

(PJ(UJ) of the operator — Ls, and note that this satisfies the equation 

(8) |^> + ^S^-^Vj)) - \(v^) = 0. 

Now let Vjfay) = r"^<v, ^), where ^ = -(n - 3)/2 + J(n - 3)2/4 + Xj. 

Then Vj satisfies the equation 

(Q\ I     d f 1+p. dvj \      d2Vj _ 

where fy = 2w(n - 3)2/4 + A^. Also from (2) and (4) we obtain 

(10) /      (|V^|2 + r-2v2y+Pj drdy < oo,    p< -=, 
(0,p)x(-p,p) 

and 

(11) /      (1 + y2A2)-(n-2)/2i2(^(r^T;i/S))2^dy < oo, 
(0,p)x(-p,p) 

where djdR = R~1(rd/dr + yd/dy). 
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Notice also by definition we have 

oo 

(12) v(ru,y) = ^^^(r,y)^(u;) 
i=i 

for (ru;, y) e C fl Bp. 

Next we note (see the Appendix 1) that any solution Vj of an equation of 

the form (9) which satisfies the integrability condition (10) is automatically 

real-analytic in the variables r2,y; in fact 

oo « 

Also, the restriction (11) evidently implies that the total degree ofrfMjaj
kir

2kye 

(for aj
k^ ytz 0) cannot be strictly less than 1; that is, /ij + 2k + £ > 1 for any 

k,£ such that aJ
ke ^ 0. 

Thus by virtue of (12), the solution v has an expansion of the form 

(13) <, = £r«X<,r2y<P>), 
j M 

where 

Hj + 2k + £>l   Vj, fc, £ such that 4^ / 0. 

Our main concern will be the possibility that fij + 2k + £ = 1 here. We 

proceed to analyse this possibility. In case 2k + £ = 0, we have 2k + £ + fij = 1 

if and only if fij = 1; then in view of our integrability assumption J(b) the only 

non-zero terms in the expression (13) with 2k+ £ = 0 and /ij + 2k + £ = 1 have 

the form r J2j=i ajiPj(<jJ)^ with r<pj{<jj) generated by rotations as in Example 1 

above. 

For 2kJr£ — 1 we have fij + 2k + £ — 1 if and only if fij = 0,£ =1, k = 0, and 

by the other part of assumption J(b) the only non-zero terms in the expression 

(13) with £ = 1, k = 0 have the form y X^Li ^j^i^ with (Pj(cu) generated by 

translations as in Example 2 above. 

For 2k + ^ > 2 we get 2k + £ + /JLJ = 1 only for ^ = 1 - (2fc + ^), but by 

direct computation this corresponds to the case 

n — 3 
Xj — -q{n - 3 - q), I < q < —-—, q(=2k + £- 1) an integer, 
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and for q < (n — 3)/2, this is excluded by the eigenvalue restriction of condi- 

tion |(c). On the other hand if q = (n — 3)/2 then A^ — — (n — 3)2/4, giving 

Ai < —(n — 3)2/4 and thus contradicting the assumption that CQ is strictly 

stable. Thus the possibility fij + 2k + I = 1, 2k + £ > 2 is entirely excluded. 

Thus, in summary, the expansion for v in (13) has the form 

N Q 

(14) v(ru, y) = r^2 a^u)) + y ^ ft^iH + R{ru), y), 

where each npj is generated by rotations as in Example 1, each ^ generated 

by translations as in Example 2, a^ bj are constants, ^, ^ are orthonormal 

in £2(£), and R satisfies 

(15) p-n-2 (       \R{ru,y)\2<Cpl+«    Vpe (0,1/2), 

where C, a > 0 depend only on E; also, because ||f ||L2
(BP) ^ 1 by construction, 

we must have the bounds 

(16) KI,N<c, 

with C depending only on E. 

Notice that (14), (15), (16) can be written in the form 

(17) v(rujiy) = (v(uj),0)'A-(roj,y)+.R(ru;,y)} 

where A is a (constant) skew-symmetric linear transformation of Rn+1 and 

!>"-2/      \R(ruty)\2<Cp1+a,VpZ (0,1/2) 
(18) < ■/B?

+1 

|A| < C 

with C depending only on E. (Notice that here we use the fact that the unit 

normal of C = Co x R is given by z/ = (i/1,... , z^n+i), where z/n+1 = 0, so that 

yi/jfa) = j/^- - Lvjiyn+1 for j = 1,... , n.) 

Now the term (i/(a;),0) • A • (ruj,y) appearing in (14) is a solution of the 

equation LQV — 0 which is generated by rotations of the (n + l)-dimensional 

cone C in the same way that the npj are generated by rotations of the n- 

dimensional cone Co as described in Example 1. (Here the 1-pararneter family 

of rotations is qt = exptA) 
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We therefore have that there is a sequence of orthogonal transformations 

Qk (= expakA) for a suitable sequence <jk [ 0) of Rn+1 such that if Uk^uklvk 

denote the quantities corresponding to Uk,uk,vk, dk in case M is replaced by 

g^1, then for suitable fixed 6 £ (0, |) (depending only on E) 

(19) r-2        J        ul<\ I dl 
BonUkn{(x,y) :\x\>a} MfcnSi 

for any fixed a G (0,1) and all sufficiently large k (depending on a), by virtue 

of the fact that the C1 norm of uk over the set Uk converges to zero, and, 

by a discussion like that in Example 1 above (but with C in place of Co), 

we have that the ratio 6k
luk converges (in C1 away from the axis |x| = 0) to 

v, with v given by (17), whereas S^Uk converges locally away from the axis 

{(x,y) : \x\ = 0} to a function v, where v has the same form as v in (17) 

but with A = 0; therefore we conclude (19) as required for suitable 6 G (0, |) 

depending only on E. 

Then, in view of the Corollary 2.4, we have actually 

O—2   J   dl<±   J   dl 
MknBo MfeDBi 

and in view of the arbitrariness of the sequences Mk) ek used in the above argu- 

ment, we see in particular (by applying the above discussion to homotheties of 

M) that the following result is established: If p G (0.1] and if p^M G A/^C), 

then 

(20) (M—2    /    d?<^-B-2   /   d2, 
BopnM BpHM 

where dq(x,y) = dist{(x, j/),g(C)} for (x,y) G M. 

Notice that this can of course be applied with any rotation of C in place of 

C, and hence the above can be iterated arbitrarily many times, and under the 

hypotheses of the lemma (with e/2 in place of the e which we found above) we 

actually conclude that there is a sequence of orthogonal transformations qk of 

Rn+1 such that 

(6kp)-n-2     J    d2
k < 2" Vn~2   /   d2, 

MnBokp BpnM 
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where dk(x,y) = dist{(x, y),9jfc(C)}. Notice that (since |MnBCT| > Can for 

any a < p) this directly implies (by the triangle inequality) that \qk — qk-\-i\2 < 

C2~kp~n~2 JMnB d2, and hence that there exists q* = limqk with 

\q*-qk\2<C2rkp-n-2 f 
JN 

d2 

MnBp 

and 

(6kp)-n-2     f    dl<C2-kp-n-2    f   d2^k>l, 
MnBokp BpnM 

where <i* = dq^. Then since any a G (0, p) lies in one of the intervals 

[6k+1p,6kp), we finally conclude that 

(21) a-71-2    f   dl<C(a/p)ap-n-2    f   d2, 
MnB(T MnBp 

where C > 0 and a G (0,1) are fixed constants depending only on E. 

From the above argument it is easy to see that we actually have the following 

stronger version of Theorem 1: 

Theorem 1'. // the hypotheses are as in Theorem 1, there is an orthogonal 

transformation q o/Rn+1 such that \\q — id || < Ce and 

(*)      (J-n-2    f   d2<C{a/p)ap-n-2    I   d2,     d{X)=&ist{X,q{C)), 
MnBv MnBf> 

where C > 0 and a G (0,1) are fixed constants depending only on E. In 

particular the convergence is C2 away from the singular axis q({0} x R); the 

convergence is also locally in the Hausdorff distance sense on all o/Rn+1. 

Proof. First, the inequality (*) is exactly the inequality (21) established in the 

proof of Theorem 1. By virtue of the argument in the proof of Lemma 1.4 in 

§1, we deduce from * that there is a domain W C C with 

(1) W n Be D C n £<A{(z, y) e C : \x\ < Ca1+ae1/2} 

for each a G (0,1), and a u G C00(W) such that 

(2) \x\-l\u(x,y)\ + \Vu(x,y)\ < C(|x|2 + y2)^1/2 for (x,y) G W 
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and 

(3) 

Mr\Bl/2\{{x,y) + u{x,y)v{u>) : {x,y) € W) C {(x,y) : |x| < C\y\l+aell2}. 

It now directly follows from (2) and (3), together with the standard local 

interior Ck estimates [GT] for the solutions of quasilinear equations with small 

Crl-norm, that M converges in the required Cf2-sense and also in the weak sense 

of currents. The fact that the convergence is also in the Hausdorff distance 

sense follows from general facts about convergence of stationary submanifolds 

(or more generally varifolds) to their tangent cones—see e.g. [AW], [SL3].    □ 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We first note here that essentially only notational changes are required in 

order to extend Theorems 1, 2 to handle the case when C = CQ X Rm with 

m > 2 (rather than Co x R). For example (letting M™ and A/J™ correspond in 

the obvious way to M and J\fe in case we have C = Co x R771 in place CQ X R), 

the analogue of Theorem 1 in this more general setting is: 

Theorem 4.1. Suppose Co satisfies the conditions J. There is e = e(Co, m) > 

0 such that if M E A/j^C) with e < eo, then there is a rotation C = q%C of C 

such that C is the unique tangent cone of M at zero, so that (p^M —^ C as 

p I 0. The convergence is also in the C2 sense away from q$({0} x R™) and 

locally in the Hausdorff distance sense. 

Finally we mention that these results have close analogues in the theory of 

energy minimizing maps. 

APPENDIX 1 

Here we use the notation 

Kp = {(r,y) : r > 0,r2 + y2 < p2} 

Kp(ro,yo) = {(r,y) : r > 0, (r - ro)2 + (y - yo)2 < p2} 

^        . dw  dw N 
Vw = ^^) 

dp — r7 drdy, 
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where 7 € [l,Qo) is a given real constant. 

We want to prove that if w is a Wlo'c (Kp) solution of 

n\ -7 d ( fdw\  ,  d2w     n (1) r    d-r{rfr) + W=0 

which satisfies the integrability condition 

(2) /  (r~2w2 + \Vw\2) dn < 00,. 
JKP 

then w automatically extends to a real-analytic function of the variables r2, y 

for r2 + y2 < p and in fact has the expansion 

(3) 
OO „ 

w(r,y) = J2 a^V,  r2 + y2 < {eP)\   fa A < (Bp)-*-'^* /   w* drf'* 

where 9 G (0,1) is a fixed constant depending only on 7. First note that when 

7 = 1 the equation (1) is just the assertion that w is harmonic function of the 

variables (a;i,X2,y) G R2\{0} x R, such that, if w is expressed as a function 

of the cylindrical coordinates (r cos #>r sin #,£/), then w is independent of 6. 

Further, the integrability condition guarantees that w is in W1,2 on the whole 

ball B^ and hence we deduce that in fact w is weakly harmonic in the ball B^. 

It is then standard that w is real-analytic, and, since w is independent of #, w 

has a convergent power series in the variables r2, y for r2+y2 < p. (Notice that 

the same argument applies generally to the case when 7 is a positive integer.) 

Thus we may assume in the remaining discussion that 7 > 1. To prove the 

required analyticity in this case, we first note that the equation (1) has the 

weak form 

(4) /   Vm-VC^-0, 

valid at least if ( G W1,2(i;fp) with support £ C Kp. We claim that in fact, be- 

cause of the integrability condition (2), (4) actually holds for any £ G W^(KP) 

satisfying 

(5) /   (r-2C2 + IVC|2) < 00,   support Cn{(r,y) : r2 + y2 = p2} = 0. 
JKP 

(Notice in particular that this means that there is no requirement that £(r, y) 

vanish in any sense as r j 0.)   The fact that (4) holds for all £ as in (5) 
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is easily checked by an approximation argument (using cut-off functions to 

approximate ( as in (5) by a sequence C/e with C/c = 0 in a neighbourhood of 

the axis r = 0). 

Before proceeding further we note that for any £ as in (5) we have the 

inequality 

(6) /   r-2C2dn<C [   IVCN/X, 
JKP JKP 

by virtue of a simple integration by parts argument based on the fact that 

7 > 1. 

Now for 6 G (0,1), a G (0, p) and (ro,yo) € i^p-o- we may choose £ = (p2w 

in (4), where y = 1 on the ball ^(7*0,2/0), W = 0 in Kp\K(J(rQ,yo), and 

|V(/p| < 2(1 — 6)~1(j~1.  This gives (after a standard application of Cauchy's 

inequality) 

(7) /      \Vw\2dfi<C(l-e)-2(j-2      f     w2d^ 

Kocj(ro,yo) Ka(ro,yo) 

where C is a fixed constant not depending on p,a,6. 

Now if a G (0, p) and (7*0,2/0) € Kp-a, and if ro > cr, then the standard 

uniformly elliptic theory tells us that 

sup     w2 < Ca~^~2       /      w2 dfi. 
Ka/2(ro,yo) J 

KcT{ro,yo) 

But since w2 is a subsolution of the equation (1) we know from [SL2] that 

the function <p(cr) = a-2-7 JK ,0 x tt;2 d/z is an increasing function of cr, so we 

conclude for suitable constant C depending only on 7 that 

(8) sup    w2 < CT~
7
~

2
       /     w2dfi,  0 < 2a < r < p, r2 + 7/2 < (p-r)2. 

iMro.yo) ^  / 
^T(ro,yo) 

Next, for 0 < \h\ < 6a let wh(r,y) — h~l(w{r,y + h) — w(r,y)), and note 

that u^ is a solution of (4) provided support £ C Kp_\h\i an(l hence (7) holds 

with wh in place of w, provided a < p — \h\. Letting h —» 0, we thus deduce 

that ^(1) = dw/dy is in W^ifp), and satisfies 

/ "   {r-2(w^)2 + \Vw{1)\2)d^<C(l-e)-2a-2     J     (w^ydp- 
Ko<r{ro,yo) K„{ro,yQ) 
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here we have used (6) in order to justify the inclusion of the term r 2(w^)2 

on the left. Since |Vi(;(1)|2 > (u>(2))2, this implies in particular that 

f     (w^)2<C(l-e)-2a-2      f     (w{1))2dfi. 

Proceeding inductively we have that each w^ is a solution of the equation 

with 

(9) /     (r-2(^)2 + |Wfc)|2)^ < C(l - e)-2*-2      f    {w^fdii, 
Koa(ro,yo) Kcr^OiVo) 

and 

/     {w{k+l)f d^i < C(l-6)-2a-2      f     {w^fdii, 

for each k = 0,1, Selecting 6 = k/(k+l) and iterating this last inequality, 

we get 

f        {w^)2dfi<Ck(k\)2a-2k    f w2dLi 

for suitable C independent of k.   By combining this with (8) (with w^k) in 

place of w) and using a = p/4 we then conclude that 

(10) \wlk)(r}y)\ < Ckk\p-k(p-^-2 [   w2dfjJ)
1/2 

for any (r,y) e Kp/4. 

Now let Lr = r~7(9(r75/9r)/5r), and notice that the equation (1) implies 

Lrw = —w^ on JRTp, 

so that (since d/dy commutes with Lr) 

Urw^ = {—lyiiP**^ for each pair of integers j, i > 0, 

and hence (9), (10) imply 

< C2^(2j)\(£)\p-V-t^-7-2 j^ W2d^ 

r-'Ll^ w,  V(Lj(^) w)e L2{^Ka) 

for a < p/8.   The required expansion (3) of w follows from this.   Indeed, if 

I/J is a smooth function in Kp with r-1^ if IV^J both in L2{ii) on Kp and if 

(ii) 

sup^ 
p/i 

Li\ -^ | w 
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sup^  \Lrip\ < 0 ((3 a given constant), then direct integration shows that then 

for each a < r/2 < p/4 

d^ 
dr 

(r,y)<Ca-1 T - 
Ja/2 

d^ 
dr 

(T,y)dT + C(3r^\ 

and since the first term on the right —> 0 in L1(—p/4, —p/4) (in the y-variable) 

we can choose a — GJ j 0 to ensure that it converges pointwise a.e. to zero; 

thus we conclude 

dr 
{r,y)<C(3r, 

with C fixed depending only on 7. By another direct integration we then also 

deduce that ijj extends continuously to Kp/4 and 

|V(r,y)-#)+,y)|<C7?r2. 

Notice that using these general facts on the functions ij) — LJ
rw^ (which we 

can do by virtue of (11)), we can easily prove inductively that then 

dLjw(r, y) I 
(12) w € CT'iKp/t) and 

dr 
= 0,    \y\ < P/8. 

r=0 

We claim that in addition we have 

dj   di 

Ce+j£\j\   (p'1'2 f     ^^ : (13) sup — ^-rw < 
KoP I dr^ dye   \ 

for some fixed C > 0 and 9 £ (0,1/8) depending only on 7. Indeed one first 

checks the validity of this with j = 0 and £ arbitrary directly from (11); then 

use a further inductive argument based on repeated integration (with respect 

to the r-variable) of (11) (this time with £ = 0), making use of (12), to deduce 

that for each j > 0 and each y G (—p/8, p/8) 

(14) 

supr -2j~2 w(r,y)-^piJ\Lk
rw)(0+,yyk 

k=0 

< 2-j   p"7"2 

JK0 

1/2 

w2 d/j, 

for some 0 — #(7) G (0,1), where /?£ is a constant depending only on /c, 7, j 

such that l/?^ < Ckl{2k)\ Vfc, 3 > 0. Now, by virtue of (11), (L»(0+,y) 

are real-analytic functions of y and satisfy 
1/2 

(15) sup 
\y\<p/s wL^y) <Ce+k{2k)W (p-<-2 f   w2dfA      . 
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(13) (and hence (3)) now easily follows from (14) and (15). 
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